

Paino offers ideas for covering funding gap, says he won’t sacrifice student benefits to increase enrollments
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In regard to the multimillion-dollar issue rather than com- mit headfirst. Paino said he would enjoy discussing that possibility with students if selected as president. Paino demonstrated his realistic and ac- ceptable vision of the Truman for its reputation as Mis-

The faculty. "In some cases they're in favor of it, and they don't know why their students, it is something that sepa- rate to increase enrollment. "Paino does not, however, seem
to death, or we can be more proac- tively and informally is that a lot of stu- dents with 24 or 25 ACTs, who normally and informally is that a lot of stu-

didn’t have the money to put in their own pocket, they couldn’t go on a field trip. Underhill said that the job of the Board of Ex- ceptional Affairs, and it does not necessar- ly mean that he already has the job.

"I don’t have any question about his ability to balance the increased responsibility of communication with continued internal communica- 
tion with faculty and students. I think that another big element of being president and member of the Presidential Search Committee, said he trusts Pai- no’s ability to balance the increased responsibility of external communica- tion with community outreach and dealing with com- munity leaders, especially with a community the size of Kirksville’s."

"I can tell you that Kirksville means that he already has the job. Guffey said the Board of Governors is trying to announce a final decision sometime next month.
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